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About This Game

The Stanley Parable is a first person exploration game. You will play as Stanley, and you will not play as Stanley. You will
follow a story, you will not follow a story. You will have a choice, you will have no choice. The game will end, the game will

never end. Contradiction follows contradiction, the rules of how games should work are broken, then broken again. This world
was not made for you to understand.

But as you explore, slowly, meaning begins to arise, the paradoxes might start to make sense, perhaps you are powerful after all.
The game is not here to fight you; it is inviting you to dance.

Based on the award-winning 2011 Source mod of the same name, The Stanley Parable returns with new content, new ideas, a
fresh coat of visual paint, and the stunning voicework of Kevan Brighting. For a more complete and in-depth understanding of

what The Stanley Parable is, please try out the free demo.
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Story:
Our story begins as a girl is playing on her magical piano when her cell opens. After some exploring, she meets a boy called
Melchior who was recently threw into the prison and is thrilled to meet someone who isn't trying to kill him and together decide
to find a way to escape.

One if the interesting things about the the story is that the only voice for most of the game is Melchior who tries to be optimistic
with his new friend but those feel the dread and is only holding on because of his friend. And while Celesta doesn't talk(either
because she's a mute or she doesn't know how) I do like that shes doesn't fully understand whats happening and immediately
gets attached to Melchior because he the first person shes ever met and I love her expressions she makes, my favourite is when
she looks confused or curious as it just looks cute.

The relationship between the two leads is very sweet and is clearly the "heart" of the story.I mainly see it as true friendship with
Melchior telling her about everything he knows and wants to show her and shows and wants her to have a life and Celesta helps
supports him and stops him falling into despair and would give her life to make sure he can be happy. This is also seen in
gameplay and I'll wait til I talk about gameplay before I explain

And one final quick point is that I really liked the Sentinel but wished the other bosses were had a personality like him mainly
his motives and goal made him an interesting anti-villain and his last moments were nice.

Gameplay:
Lets get this out of the way. Yes the game is very short. There's even an achievement for speed running this game in a hour and
a half. I don't have a problem with that.

The main feature in this game is the spell fusion and its a very good system and fits with the whole partnership. Just use a
characters innate ability followed by a magic card and then watch the fireworks. I would admit this makes the game a tiny bit
easy...if it wasn't for almost every enemy hitting like a truck and aren't shy about poisoning the two. I see it as one of the more
balanced combat systems I've played as its more about strategy: weaken and attack when possible and turtle and heal in an
emergency. And that's the simple way of explaining. I admit there was one boss that was ridiculously easy but I just exploited
his weakness. Another was easy for story reasons.

But what shows how hard this game can be is when your alone because even the first fight in the game is brutal by yourself
before you get your partner and learn magic. Some people might say this is a bad thing but I like to think of it as Story-
Gameplay integration showing how powerful you are together but alone, your as weak as a biscuit in tea.

Presentation:
Lets start with the music. There no doubt the music is beautiful, but I eventually got bored of it. The music Celesta plays on her
piano is a lovely song but when I realised the dungeon song was the same song, I just stopped paying attention. Its not bad, just
not my kind of music.

The art is pretty good. The two leads and the bosses are all look lovely and are very colourful which contrast the monster which
are mostly fleshy things that came from Silent Hill. I liked the character portraits but I wish they were bigger since its just the
two of them and Celesta mainly communicates through her expressions and I feel that they were too small for her.
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Verdict:
Despite the length this is a nice short story and a pretty good battle system and I don't regret buying it.

9\/10. This is a very short and easy HO game to play. I got through in 3 hours on the second setting. I didn't skip any puzzles or
HO scenes as they were extremely easy. So if you're looking for a challenging game, this is not it!!
Graphics were good, as was the voice acting and music. There were hidden origamis and snowflakes which I didn't bother about.
Story was so-so. I give it 5/10 due to lack of challenge and shortness of the game.. had this game since it came out but it
constantly crashes and is bland like playing CS:GO with only bots on easy :/. Don't understand why this title is getting hated on
so hard (worst game, worst expansion, etc). In a world of lootboxes, ingame purchases, and countless DLCs that offer way less
content, this is actually quite a decent piece of story, albeit very short (3-6 hours of gameplay).

How on earth could anyone rate this lower than Gothic3: Forsaken Bugs is beyond me.

While a definite cash grab for a full price, If you liked original game, get it on sale and enjoy.. the DLC does not appear in
game?. An addicting game that you can play with 5 min of your sparetime or be stuck in for hours.. Someone followed a "how
to make an endless runner" guide poorly and put it on steam. Open up the Steam folder...
> Tomoyo After
> Soundtrack
> Track 1, To the Same Heights

30 seconds later, crying.

Thank you for making this available through Steam, especially at such a good price & in both FLAC & MP3 (320kbps) variants.
I hope we can also see the CLANNAD & Planetarian OST's available soon!. This is such a cool idea, I can't wait until it moves a
little further into development. As it is currently, the controls are really hard to manage, it's hard to tell where to click and how
to advance and make things happen, I couldn't really get past the second turn because I had this glitch with items popping up in
the middle of the screen. I really love the setting and the style though. I can see hints of really deep and interesting gameplay and
the videos look super interesting, but I don't know if I really want to wade through the interface just yet.

Edit: So I gave it another try, no glitches and figured out the UI, this is actually really fun! Wish it was longer though, I could
just keep playing. It'd be fun to have some visual upgrades to your town and your characters.
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This is a great game! Warning...may make liberals cry. DO NOT BUY! limited to 8 layers. crashes every 15 minutes. devs have
been saying they are working on fixing this for 7 years but no fix in sight. almost 50% of the times you save it crashes and you
lose everything. This program would be amazing if it worked properly. DO not buy. buy a software from a reputable company
who actually releases bug fixes. in this state this program is 100% unusable.. Barely played 30 minutes , i already love it simple
graphics with fun addictive gameplay .
A definite pickup well worth the price .. Hi! Personally, I don't like puzzle games, but The Watchmaker is a very fun game. It's
a real challenge to play and try to keep Alexander under 70. It's so interesting how the game tells you where are you going to
find or put things in their place, as the clocktower must work again. Actually, I don't know who or what is the thing that is trying
to kill Alexander, or which is its motivation to damage the clocktower. Probably tomorrow I'll know that.

If you want to watch some videos or streaming of The Watchmaker by a latin player, you can see me on twitch.tv/rhaedos. I
haven't 'panicked in a bank' like this, since the '80's.
Classic implementation. A must for any video gaming fan.. Drive around the low detailed map and collect stuff. even more
boring than it sounds. Plays like a tech demo from 2001.
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